Welcome
The City has undertaken a naming exercise for the existing and future LRT lines. The SE to
West LRT, as the project has been called to date, is now called the Valley Line.
We are here to present the final recommended preliminary design of the Valley Line to you,
and to answer any questions you may have.
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There are number of things we plan to achieve at this meeting – all of it in support of
determining how best to fit the LRT into your neighbourhood.
We have taken the information provided to us in 2012 and 2013, have incorporated this
information where possible and now present to you the recommended preliminary design.
There will be a Capstone Meeting in November 2013, displaying highlights of the entire 27
km project.
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Our agenda will include these items – some as background information for any new
attendees and some as new information to update you as to where we are and what we
have undertaken since we last met in June 2013.
We will bring to your attention what the next steps are.
There will be an opportunity for questions and answers at the end of the presentation.
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This is the Council approved Corridor.
Fixed elements include:
• Corridor and Alignment
• Low floor urban style
• Stop and Station locations
These elements are not up for discussion in our meeting. Decisions around these have
already been made. What we can take away from you tonight is have we provided
information to you showing how the LRT will be integrated into your neighbourhood.
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These are some of the basic facts of the Valley Line.
Stops are at the similar level or grade as the sidewalk – the platform is not raised as we
have now in some of the other lines in the City.
Stations are elevated above the road where major conflict points exist, like the CP and CN
rail lines.
Transit Centres in the west include: Lewis Farms.
Kiss’N’Ride drop off sites, usually two or three parallel parking stalls near a stop, are used
to drop off or pick up passengers.
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Here are some more facts about the Valley Line (SE to West LRT) that describe the project.
A vertical connection is made with stairs, elevators and/or escalators – this will occur at
Churchill, West Edmonton Mall Station, Misericordia Station and Wagner Station.
Low floor technology is where the floor of the LRT vehicle is approximately 1 foot (300mm)
above the road, not 3 feet (1 metre) above the ground like on the existing system. This is
made possible by choosing vehicles that have the mechanical components on top of the
vehicle rather than underneath as we have in our current LRT system.
Edmonton is developing an urban style system that is unique to our City and addresses
items such as snow clearing.
The anticipated peak hours timing between trains will be 5 minutes.
Trains will share the same traffic signals as other road vehicles, but it operates within its
own right-of-way so that it does not compete for space with car traffic.
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Just a reminder that five stages of public involvement have been designed into the process.
We are now at Stage 5 for the west segment of the Valley Line. This is where we ask that
you confirm the refinements in the design incorporated from your Stage 4 comments and
from further technical investigations.
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Your public input is valuable to us and, as we mentioned earlier, is considered in the
preliminary design development along with other areas of influence or consideration.
As an example, in some parts of the design, your input will have priority, and in others the
environment, or constructability will have a stronger influence in how an element is
designed. Your information, where feasible, has been incorporated into the materials
presented tonight.
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We have identified several major themes from your Stage 4 comments and other input you
have provided to date. These ideas or themes were given to the design team and we can
report tonight that many of your ideas have been incorporated into the design. Some of
these are part of a continuing discussion from Stages 1 through 4 – providing a refinement
of the preliminary design and assisting the team in developing the recommended
preliminary design.
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Here is a second slide to cover off on what we heard from Stage 4 public meetings. A
more detailed board is presented in the room for your review.
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Again, we need your feedback – have we understood the information and/or concerns you
provided us in earlier meetings?
Previously, we called the design the preferred design – however it is now considered the
recommended preliminary design, to be used in detailed design and construction.
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At a high level, these are the principles that we have gathered from the public involvement
meetings. These have been provided by the stakeholders, i.e the residents of Edmonton.
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TPSS – Preliminary requirements have been determined and locations have been added to
Corridor and Access plans.
Vehicles Selection – This process is still ongoing with the final selection to happen in
Detailed Design. They will be low floor vehicles.
Track types – Two types will be used: embedded in most urban situations and tie and
ballast in industrial and some suburban locations
Land requirements – The preliminary land requirements are shown as purple on the
Corridor and Access Plans. This information shows the requirements to provide the
preliminary design.
Noise and Vibration – Preliminary studies are now completed. The Urban Traffic Noise
Policy was recently updated and has been considered in the noise modeling for this project.
Mitigation of noise will meet the new policy.
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The large image is the preferred canopy for most stops - the organic canopy. However, in
the downtown, the flat roof was preferred (shown in the inset).
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A number of comments and questions have come up about the integration of the LRT and
bus services. Here is a conceptual drawing that we hope will clarify how these will work
together. The green represents city blocks. The white in between the blocks represents
roads. The turquoise lines represent the LRT. The grey lines represent the bus routes. The
bus routes, in most cases, will intersect the LRT line near stops and stations. This is how
transfer will occur between the two types of transit. The bus routes will not run along the
same corridor as the LRT for any great distance. The design of the routes is now ongoing
to ensure the best integration between the two types of transit. Remember, the same
ticket system is used for both and transfers can occur.
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The 102 Avenue roadway layout in the downtown area is being reviewed to ensure that all
safety requirements are being met. There are many ways that the public can move through
the downtown and the project must accommodate all users safely.
102 Avenue in the Quarters area has been redesigned to meet the needs of the fire
department and Emergency Services. This requires the removal of parking and trees to
accommodate the large vehicles need to access the high rise apartments in an emergency.
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Stop / Station design – The canopy preference is determined. In the west, West Edmonton
Mall Station, Misericordia Station, and Lewis Farms Stop designs are ongoing. Jasper Place
(156 Street) Stop and Stony Plain Road Stop are being developed in association with other
projects.
107 Avenue – two options are provided. Council provided direction that two options be
developed for this location. One keeps the LRT following the road alignment while the
second cuts across several lots that now contain Norquest College and some other
businesses. The second option provides opportunity for some transit oriented
development (TOD). TOD concentrates housing, shopping and employment along a
network of walkable and bikeable streets within a five-minute walk in any direction of a
transit station (or 400 metres). This type of development increases the density of the
City. A Council decision will not be made as to which option will be developed further until
detailed design and additional stakeholder consultation (including Norquest College and
MacEwan University), further technical review and preliminary cost estimates are
completed.
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The Corridor and Access Plan show a number of pieces of information about each stop or
station on the plan, plus other elements such as bridges.
This is a snapshot of 142 Street stop – showing a number of things for you to look for on
the roll plans: Tractions power sub stations (Star), land acquisition – from concept plan
(purple colour), traffic movements (yellow arrows), traffic lights, stop location (red long
rectangular blocks), bike parking (B in blue circle) and landscape (green).
Here the letter ‘J’ shows where the cross section is taken and View 9 indicates the view
direction for a photo of the existing site and sketch of proposed stop.
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This is the cross section identified as ‘J’ on the last slide. This shows the relationship of the
LRT with the stop, adjacent traffic and pedestrian areas.
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This slide shows View 9 identified on the stop plan as well as our understanding of the type
of elements you are looking for at this stop. Note: these are not the exact elements but
provide direction to the designers for final selection.
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This bridge was approved by Council on February 20, 2013.
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We are at preliminary design stage of the Valley Line (SE to West) LRT project This includes confirming and building on the approved concept plan as well as fine tuning
the approved concept plan to prepare for construction
We are also at Stage 5 of Public Involvement – we have received lots of great input to date
and thank you for that.
Public input is one of many sources of information we use to develop the design – and
therefore it is important to note that not all of what we heard has been incorporated –
your input is considered along with other elements
Tonight you will see the recommended preliminary engineering design.
As you are aware, the timeline and funding are still being determined.
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As you are aware, the timeline and funding are still being determined.
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We are at the end of the preliminary design and have provided the recommended
preliminary design to you tonight. This plan will provide the direction for the detailed
design and construction of the Valley Line.
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P3 (Private/Public Partnership) is the approved delivery method for Stage 1 of the Valley
Line. It includes the design, construction, operation, maintenance and financing for the
project and offers the best value for the money for this project. Risks are shared between
the City and the private partners but the onus will be placed upon the private partners in a
detailed description of the services and operations required for the LRT. The Valley Line LRT
will be fully integrated into Edmonton’s transit system and will have the same fare structure
and use the same transit pass, with seamless passenger movement from one type of
transit to the other.
The City will ensure that the feedback you have given to shape the design of the stops and
stations and how the LRT will integrate into your community, will be used by the P3 team
during detailed design and construction.
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For more information, to fill in a web survey or to request more information, please contact
the City.
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